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Upper abdominal and thoracic review areas
Upper abdominal sequences are mainly tailored to evaluate para-aortic lymphadenopathy and are commonly acquired in either axial or coronal planes. Further review areas, however, include the solid upper abdominal 
viscera as well as the bones

Imaging the thorax is uncommon on an MRI prostate however it is common to see variable amounts of the lung bases and para/cardiac region. Therefore, routine assessment of these areas is encouraged to avoid missing 
significant pathology
Pathology examples

Background
With the introduction of pre-biopsy MRI as part of NICE guidance following the findings from the PROMIS1 trial, the number of MRI prostate scans has increased significantly over recent years

The main aim of prostate MRI is for detecting prostate cancer, as well as prostate cancer follow-up in patients on active surveillance. Inevitably, due to this increase volume in scanning, there will be an increase in the 
number of incidental and important findings which may or may not be related to the prostate gland

Standard MRI sequences acquired depends on the institution, however examples of sequences used are:
T2W – axial, coronal and sagittal T1W – pelvis Upper abdominal sequence – T1 or T2 DWI, ADC and Dynamic Contrast Enhanced

Important additional sequences to review are the ‘planning sequences’ – these are low resolution but large field of view and there are commonly 6-12 images in axial, coronal and sagittal planes

Therefore, during MRI prostate reporting, a large volume of images need to be assessed – importantly taking time to evaluate both the prostate and the extra-prostatic components of the scans – as detailed below

Pelvic Review areas
The main aim of the pelvic sequences is for the assessment of the prostate gland for cancer, as well as pelvic lymph node enlargement and lesions within the pelvic bones. In addition, the extra-prostatic structures are 
important review areas to assess for both incidental pathology, and pathology related to prostate disease

Pathology examples

Conclusion
MRI prostate imaging is primarily tailored for assessment of the prostate, nodes and bones. However, given the number of sequences acquired and the large field of view, there are multiple important review areas. These review areas have
been outlined above, as well as case examples of extra-prostatic pathology seen at our institutions
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MRI findings – T2 sequences - Right-sided bladder diverticulum with 
carpet-like urothelial growth.  DWI – marked restricted diffusion. 

Pathology – Biopsy-proven Transitional Cell Carcinoma of the 
bladder  – G3pT1

MRI findings – T2 and T1 sequences – Solid/cystic lesion arising 
from the anterior sacrum

Pathology – The lesion was resected at the regional centre for 
bone tumours and histology revealed a sacral chordoma

MRI findings – T1 sequence – Circumferential thickening of 
the terminal ileum

Further imaging - CT abdomen and pelvis – large terminal 
ileal mass with a large ileocolic lymph node mass

Pathology – Terminal ileum resection revealed a small bowel 
adenocarcinoma 

MRI findings – T1 and T2 sequences – A shouldered mucosal lesion in 
the mid/distal sigmoid colon. A further synchronous rectal lesion was 
also present.

Further imaging – CT colonography - 2 x rectal/sigmoid lesions

Pathology – Biopsy-proven synchronous adenocarcinomas of the rectum 
and sigmoid colon

MRI findings – T2 sequences – Heterogenous signal mass in the 
upper rectum with mucosal thickening. DWI – marked restricted 
diffusion

Pathology – Biopsy-proven adenocarcinoma of the rectum – patient 
underwent subsequent anterior resection

MRI findings – T2 sequences – Extensive, bilateral corporal 
metastases from prostate cancer 

Pathology – Gleason 4 + 5 = 9 prostate cancer with extensive 
lymph node, bone and penile metastases

MRI findings – T1 sequence – Symmetrical low marrow signal adjacent 
to the pubic symphysis. DCE – intense associated contrast enhancement 
in the corresponding area

Pathology – CT-guided biopsy showed histological features in keeping 
with osteomyelitis

MRI findings – T2 sequences – Asymmetrical engorgement of the 
right external iliac vein. T1 sequence – corresponding 
hyperintense filling defect

Pathology – Right external iliac vein thrombosis  that resolved on 
follow up imaging after anticoagulation

MRI findings – Upper abdominal T2 sequence – 3.2cm solid-cystic 
lesion arising from the posterior aspect  left kidney

Further imaging – CT Abdomen and pelvis - confirms lower pole renal 
lesion highly suspicious of RCC

Pathology – Partial nephrectomy histology showed a clear cell RCC

MRI findings – Upper abdominal T2 sequence - 4.7cm infrarenal 
abdominal aortic aneurysm. A ‘punched out’ abnormality of the
myocardium at the left ventricular apex consistent with a 
previous cardiac infarct

Pathology – Referral to vascular surgery for ongoing 
management of the AAA and cardiology input to manage the 
previous myocardial infarction

MRI findings – Upper abdominal  T2 sequence – A 2.7cm filling 
defect noted In the left renal pelvis with a history of haematuria

Further imaging – CT Urogram – confirms filling defect in left 
renal pelvis

Pathology – Nephroureterectomy performed for likely ureteric 
TCC. Histology is currently awaited

MRI findings – Upper abdominal  T2 sequence – 5.4cm left lower lobe 
mass suspicious for malignancy

Further imaging – CT Thorax – confirms 5.4 cm pulmonary mass – no 
further thoracic disease

Pathology – CT guided biopsy - histology showed poorly differentiated 
bronchogenic adenocarcinoma T3 N0 M0.

Bladder and ureters Assessing for incidental bladder tumours as well as benign bladder pathology such as stones. In addition, reviewing the lower ureters for stones, tumour or dilatation

Bones The bony pelvis is important in the assessment of prostate metastases but separate bony pathology can also be seen including primary bone lesions and osteomyelitis

GI tract The rectum is well-visualized on all the pelvic sequences given its proximity to the prostate and therefore looking for rectal polyps/tumours is important. Other areas to review are the 
caecum, appendix, small bowel and perineum

Vessels Although the vessels are challenging to assess on the prostate MRI pelvic sequences, asymmetry of the vessels or filling defects can be seen which are important to diagnose, 
particularly given the increased risk of thrombosis in malignant disease


